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Willett Discusses Changes At Conference

Q - How are hostesses chosen?
What are their specific duties?
Why are there so many? CR
A - At the present time hostesses are selected from the
waitresses assigned to the dining hall by the financial aid office. Seniority, willingness,
knowledge of the job and attitude are all taken into consideration on the selection.
We are presently working on a
plan where the waitresses will
do the selection themselves
through a committee.
Specific duties include making
the table assignments for the
waitress on a rotating basis. This
is done according to the number
of tables assigned in the dining
hall for each meal. This is no
easy task when you take into
consideration that sorority and
athletic groups will very often
carry out their meal. Then you
have the situation where a waitress will want to have a certain
meal off and she will have to be
worked out of rotation. The
schedule has to be regulated the
same hours over months time.
During the meal the hostess is
responsible for filling in the
empty seats in the dining hall.
They also try to watch the waitress who may need help during
the meal.
The hostess who is assigned
to the breakfast meal is at the
door to count students as they
come into breakfast.
After the meal is over two
hostesses are assigned in the
kitchen to take glasses from the
waitresses, empty the liquid still
remaining and place the glass
upside down in a rack so they can
be run through the dish machine.
Two more hostesses are assign
ed to the lower Dining hall for
the same purpose.
At the same time other hostesses are working on an actual
count of students fed which includes the infirmary count as
well as the count of students who
have carried out their meal for
one reason or another. The hostesses are responsible for the
accuracy of these figures for this
is what the kitchen production is
based on.
Once again, at the same time
other hostesses are working on
the table assignments for the following day's meal. This cannot be
done in advance because of carry
out meals and waitresses want-

(Continued on Page 7)

Dr. Willett fields a question at last week's press conference.
By DEBBIE BASTIK
Discussion of newly implemented changes in both academic
procedure and curfew dominated
Dr. Willett's press conference,
held last Tuesday in the Gold
Room.
Dr. Willett began the discussion by announcing the formation
of several committees who will
look at campus-wide problems
during the weeks to come in the
areas of academic probation,
grading, and the current absentee policy. The names of the
committee members, recently
appointed by the Dean and Legislative Board, have been published, and students were encouraged to pass any thoughts or
suggestions they have on these
on to the committees.

Early Opening Plan
A committee to review the
question of early-opening, formed last year, has reached no final
decision in terms of dates, but
implementation of the earlyopening plan appears to be definate. Under this plan, the first
semester of the academic year
would begin at the end of August, with exams finishing before Christmas. This would give
students an extra week of Christmas vacation, and complete the
second semester in early May.
"I think there are some problems involved in it - we're trying to work them out," Dr. Willett stated. "At the same time I
think many of you will be pleased
with the idea that when you go
home for Christmas vacation that
exams are over. You're not worried about coming back and trying to get your term paper'sdone
over that period of time."
At the present all state institutions in Virginia are operating under the early-opening
calendar, with the exceptions of
the University of Virginia, Norfolk State, and Longwood. U.Va.
has made the decision to revise
its calendar for next year.

Swimming Requirement
Dr. Willett also mentioned that
Legislative Board has approach-

ed his office concerning the currently required swimming test,
questioning whether or not the
testing should be continued in the
future. The swim test, required
by Longwood only, is also presently being studied by a committee which has made no decision as of yet.

Classes On Election Day
The upcoming elections were
also brought up, and Dr. Willett
announced that classes will be
held on November 7, election
day, because the College is committed to a calendar. "We certainly want to encourage everyone of age 18 to exercise their
franchise in this regard," he added.
Legislative Board is presently
studying the Library hours, which
are apparently considered inconvenient. Dr. Willett pointed out
that the determining factor in regard to the number of hours the
library remains open is utilization. The college's accrediting
association requires that the library remain open for 60 hours
a week. It currently remains open
for 77 hours and 45 minutes a
week.

Curfew Procedures
The other major area of discussion was the newly implemented curfew procedure, which
began operating on a trial basis
this past week end. Dr. Willett
expressed concern for the safety
of students now that there will be
more males in the dorms, and
told students not to hesitate to ask
any male on the dorm halls for
identification. He reported that
some of the Campus Police attended a national conference recently where it was felt that the
major problems on college campuses were safety and theft. Students were again reminded that
money and personal belongings
left out in the open present an
"open invitation" to theft.
In reply to a question of having staff members wear clip-on
I.D. tags, Dr. Willett said that the
grounds crew members wore uniforms, and that the crew has been

made aware that they may be
approached by students. The
I.D.'s do have the staff member's
picture on it.
A number of questions on the
curfew change were asked, and
the first-was it possible to have
a male at thedeskwithyouduring
watch-was answered by Denise
Morris, Vice Chairman of Residence Board. "The purpose of
having two girls is to avert problems."
Dr. Willett pointed out that a
clipping in the Sunday paper reported that another curfew-extension procedure, also at a state
institution, cost $14,000 in student fees, and was not working
out. He commended Residence
Board for their program.
In other areas of discussion,
Dr. Willett announced that in addition to press conferences, he
and other administrators will try
to lend a convenient time to come
to the various dorms for questions and discussion on topics of
interest to students. "We want to
make ourselves available. We'll
try several of these to see how
they work, and if they're successful, we'll try to go ahead and
expand it."
Students were also told that

Hampden - Sydney has been
briefed on the general approach
to the curfew, having been aware
of the prospects since last May.
Honor Society
In reply to a question about
students being punished here for
breaking a rule there, Sandy
Oliver, Chairman of Judicial
Board said that her Board no
longer handles this kind of situation, and Dean Wilson answered, "I would say no, that's their
responsibility."
Other questions concerned
phone reinstallation on the floors
from which they had been removed - Col. Abrams said the
utilization can be restudied, and
course failure, which will be reviewed by a committee.

Students For
Community Services
Meeting
Thursday 7:30
ABC Rooms
Lankford

The Oktoberfest Usheretts have been hard at work practicing
their dance for this week end.

Geist Makes Changes To Add
More Variety To Oktoberfest
By BETSY NUTTER
Geist has made clianges in
Oktoberfest this year to give it
variety and make it more appealing to a greater majority of people. The most noticable change
is the decision to have no animation in the color skits. Geist
felt that the skits were getting
to be repetitious and limited in
their appeal. They felt, according to President Cindy Bradley,
that doing away with animation
would make the skits more enjoyable to tbs adults.
Geist also decided this year to
set up a sponge throwing booth
on the midway the proceeds from
which will go to the humane so-

ciety.
The midway will open Saturday
at 2 p.m. Skits will be performed on Friday and Saturday nights
at 7-.30 p.m. Saturday morning at
11 a.m. tin; paradt will begin and
at 2 p.m. UM Fort Lee Army
Band will perform. Longwood has
a hockey game with Lynchburg
College that afternoon. There is
also a water carnival at the pool
on Saturday. The judging and announcement of the winner of the
color cup will take place on Saturday niglit.
The proceeds from the ticket
office will go again this year to

the Geist scholarships.
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Student
Parking
Resident students may not park on Madison
Street in that area between Pine and Ely Streets.
This rather surprising announcement appeared
in the daily bulletin last week to inform students that
they are breaking a college rule by parking in this
area. It seems that th.s area has been reserved for
the use of day students and members of the science
department.
A policy such as this is unfair not only because
it discriminates against resident students, but because there is no logical reason to base it on. Of
the three reasons given for the policy (1. the faculty needs parking space; 2. there are other parking lots for resident students; and 3. day students
need the spaces), not one of them is acceptable in
my opinion.
Any faculty member who needs to park near
Jeffers already has the parking lot behind Jarman
reserved for him. This area is never filled and yet
we're told that the faculty needs the spaces on the
street for parking. This is ridiculous! Let them use
the area provided for them first.
Someone will surely now ask why students don't
park in the lots set aside for them to use. In turn,
I would ask them if they would care to park their
cars in mud or cinder pits - depending on the
weather conditions at the moment. Students in
Curry and Frazer are well acquainted with the
problems that arise from being stuck in the mud
or slamming into a deep rut made in the ashes by
someone else's tires. No one who owns a car,
even if they just want to keep it in running condition, is going to want to park it in an area that offers these conditions.
Finally, the case of day students must be considered. It is beyond normal understanding to
comprehend why they would need these spaces
reserved for them. The lounge that has been provided for them to use as a base of operation is
on the top floor of Lankford. It would seem more
logical for them to park in the Lankford lot, so that
they would not have to carry their belongings far.
If day students had all of their classes in Jeffers, it would be easy to understand why they
should have these spaces. However, I don't think
they're really any different than the rest of us and,
like most of us, they probably spend very little
time in that particular building.
The college is paying a great deal of attention
to providing for the convenience of faculty and day
students to the neglect of resident students. We are
given inadequate facilities for parking and barred
from the decent ones; yet, it is OUR money that is
providing the bulk of the money for paying the college's bills. If this keeps up, we may have to get
technical and point out that the city of Farmville
owns Madison Street, therefore the college has no
right to say who can park there.
LYNNE
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Berk is Letter

alternative WAS to strike back one man against the assassins of
Editor,
his
homeland, a pathetic child bitThe game of politics is on at
ing
spitting at the neighborLongwood, and this institution has hoodand
bully.
His only alternative,
scored another "-1" in its im- then, has been
to establish a new
pressive list of tally marks repidentity, and middle class Amerresenting great works in the ica
has provided him with it.
"letters to the editor" column. Unfortunately,
while tying in
Here, an individual, Mr. Berkis Longwood's name, he has sucwhose title signifies objectivity ceeded to establish within the
and the finest in academic dis- extreme American right, an air of
course has for the 983rd time
respectability, as Propandered to the zealots of the academic
fessor
Revillio
P. Oliver did at
far right in America.
the
classics
Department
at the
Appending Longwood's name to
University
of
Chicago.
It
was
his diatribes can only put the inonly
after
a
repeated
list
of
asstitution in the limelight as the sociations with the John Birch
apotheosis of everything antiinand his nonacademic aptellectual in America. The let- Society
proach
to
the realm of reality
ter republished in the 4 Oct.
did
the
more
responsible of the
1972 edition of the ROTUNDA is
academic
community
scorn him.
indicative of his past literary
A
lettered
man
is
not
necesperformances. Not only is the let- sarily a wise one. The "race"
ter fraught with extreme emo- scientists" at Heidelberg Unitionalism, but the dubious ac- versity exemplified pseudo-incuracies such as the "free-en- tellectualism at its epitome. Mr.
terprise" system has brought the Berkis has not shown himself to
greatest good to the greatest be of this category, but his methnumber bear upon the compet- ods add to a disturbing trend
ency of this man.
within the academic community, a
It is no secret that Mr. Berkis trend that must be reversed if
has long been associated with academedians are to reestablish
extremist groups such as the a mode of objectivity and respect
NETWORK OF PATRIOTIC LET- within their community. Whether
TER WRITERS, Liberty Lobby, it is through the antics of a Mr.
and William Loeb's MANCHES- Berkis or an Angela Davis, the
TER UNION LEADER. One of result is the same - an increasthem, the UNION LEADER has ing alienation of the general comrun repeated back page mast head munity and a decline of the recolumns by noted racists such as spect
for the intellectual apJohn Synon.
proach. Must we be reminded
Neither is it any secret that repeatedly that the bottom rung
none of these organizations poses to all of this is the stone age?
any substantial barrier to indiJEREMY HORNE
viduals wanting to write "conservative" letters to their publications. The UNION LEADER,
WONAAC
for example, will often publish
upwards to twelve full pages of To the Editor:
letters from their readers, most
The Women's National Aborof them being favorable to Loeb's tion Action Coalition is a National
brand of conservatism, a conser- Organization uniting women in
vatism which the more respon- an actional and educational camsible associates of the Amer- paign for the repeal of all aborican right Wing (such as Wil- tion laws, for the repeal of all
liam Buckley) have disavowed. restrictive contraception laws,
A quick peek at Mr. Berkis's and for an end to forced sterilibackground pertiaps will give zation.
ample reason for hi spa the tic beIt was only in the past one
haviour. His escape from Latvia hundred years that women gained
was at a time of great turmoil the legal right to exercise their
within the USSR when Joseph minds, now it is time to gain a
Stalin reigned with an iron hand. legal right to control our reproNo one can safely deny Stalin's ductive lives.
ruthlessness and its effects upon
"WONAAC is founded on the
the peoples of the USSR. We are principle that abortion is a wowitnessing a product of that ruth- man's right. Women will only
lessness, when all objectivity had be freeto exercise this right when
been sapped from a once appar- we have succeeded in abolishing
ently very competent lawyer who all laws that in any way restrict
was repeatedly frustrated and the availability of abortion facilisubsequently ostracized from his ties or our access to them. For
own community. Perhaps his only this reason, WONAAC's goal is

total repeal of all laws regulating
abortion. WONAAC only initiates
actions, bills, or referendum efforts for total repeal."
We need your help in organizing
an affiliate of WONAAC in Virginia. If you wish for more information and/or would like to
become involved, please call 8460714 or write: WONAAC, Rm.
#490, Webb, Randolph - Macon
Woman's College, Lynchburg,
Virginia 24504.
Tricia Childress

More Inmates
Editor,
We are two inmates incarcerated in London Correctional Institution in London, Ohio, and we
have very little correspondence
from the outside world.
We understand you have printed a letter from a fellow inmate
in your campus newspaper and we
hope you will extend the same
courtesy to us so that we, too,
may receive letters from any
students who might want to correspond with us.
Many thanks,
William R. Conley
#130879
Howie Quillen
#134689
P. O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140

Concert
Dear Editor:
This letter is to announce the
1972 Homecoming weekend at the
University of Virginia. PK-German is fortunate to present in its
first concert of the 1972-73 academic year the dynamic super
group, Chicago. The performance will begin at 8:00 p.m. at
University Hall in Charlottesville
on Saturday, October 28, 1972.
I advise all interested in attending, write in advance to Larry
Wickter, PK-German Dance Society of the University Union,
Newcomb Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
22901. Enclose a check made payable to the University Union for
$4.00 per ticket and a self-addressed, stamped, return envelope. Tickets will be on sale for
$4.00 in advance and at the door,
and I take this opportunity to invite all of you to attend.
Cordially,
Larry J. Crickenberger
Program Board
PK-German Dance Society
of the University of Virginia
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Don't Throw Away
Your Chance
To Vote

MRS. JEANNE SULLY WEST

Generous Gift Starts Drive
To Establish Sully Gallery
By LYNNE PIERCE
Mrs. Jeanne Sully West is a
name that all Longwood students
should be aware of. Its holder is
a vivacious woman, who has a history rich with stories about her
travels and people she has known.
Her past also includes being the
great-great-niece of the American artist, Thomas Sully.
This last connection has become very important to Longwood in the past year. Because
of her admiration of the school
and her desire "to do something
for young people," Mrs. West has
given several paintings by Thomas Sully and a generous monetary gift to establish a museumgallery in his honor at Longwood. In order to meet the goal, an
organization called the Friends
of the Gallery has been formed
for those people who are interested in the project.

Exhibit By
New Members Of
The Art Oept.
On Display Until
Oct. 22
Bedford Gallery

The Friends are headed by
Miss Barbara Bishop, chairman
of the Longwood Art Department, and George Bristol, director of College Relations, who have
worked closely with Mrs. West.
They have set the goals of the
group as buying another Sully
minting before spring and laying
a sound financial base for the
eventual erection of the gallery.
To promote the gallery, the
group has planned an exhibit of
the paintings which will run from
March through ApriL At this
time, the gifts from Mrs. West
will be on exhibit in the Bedford Gallery and they hope to be
able to borrow other Sully works
for the show.
The past few months have been
spent in approaching people whom
the Friends felt would be interested in supporting the gallery
through contributions. This effort helped to obtain a $2,000
matching grant from the National Endowment for the Arts,
which will be matched by the
Longwood Foundation.
Flans are underway for a fund
drive in the spring to coincide
with the show. Students particularly will be encouraged to donate at this time. However, any
student or faculty member who
would like information on the
gallery or would like to make a
contribution may contact Miss
Bishop.

Louis Kahn To Lecture
October 24 On Architecture

LOUIS I. KAHN

By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Mr. Louis I. Kahn, the noted
international architect, will be
guest lecturer on Tuesday, October 24, at 1 p.m. The speech
to be delivered in Bedford Auditorium will be "Architectureand
Human Agreement."
Receiving a B.A. degree from
University of Pennsylvania, he
now serves as architect and Paul
Phillipe Cret Professor Emeritus, at the University. His former positions include faculty appointments at Yale University and
M.I.T. Mr. Kahn most recently
received an honorary fellowship
from the Royal Society of Arts
in London.
Under the ponsorship of the
University Center in Virginia,
Mr. Kahn will be lecturing at six
colleges and universities
throughout the state, during the
week.

Most politicians would be happier if you
didn't vote. Disappoint them! Don't let
complex ABSENTEE voting procedures
keep you from voting. Here's how to
do it:

application and/or the ballot itself, fill
them out immediately. Have them notarized.
5. Mail them immediately to the office
that sent them.

!f your voting address is not your school
address, an absentee ballot form has to
be requested from your home County
Board of Elections or your County or
Town Clerk. In order to vote for President, your application must be received
by October 31. The deadline is earlier for
local elections in many states.

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT
YOUR SCHOOL ADDRESS, GO TO
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON
NOVEMBER 7, AND VOTE!

5 STEPS
1. Tear out the form below and fill it out.
2. Have the form notarized. Ask school
officials for help with notarization.
3. Mail this form to your county or town
Clerk or your County Board of Elections.
4. When you receive the absentee ballot

If you need assistance, contact your local
McGovern, Nixon or other campaign
headquarters or the Student National
Education Association, 1201 16th St,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel: 202833-5527.
THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION HAS SUPPLIED THIS
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU
DON'T VOTE—YOU DON'T COUNT'

October

,1972

Dear Sir:
My duties as a student require me to be absent from my residence in
—
(county, town, address)
continuously through election day.
Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment (Public Law
91-285) please send an absentee ballot, and/or application
therefor, to me at my school address:

(Print Name)

(Signature)

(NOTARY PUBLIC AND SEAL)
TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE NOVEMBER
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, TEAR OUT
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR
HOME COUNTY CLERK, BOARD OF

ELECTIONS, OR APPROPRIATE ELECTIONS OFFICIAL.
THE FEDERAL DEADLINE
IS OCTOBER 31.
"
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Lancaster Library Undergoes Changes
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
The Dabney Lancaster Library
has made and is presently undergoing some changes. "We started
the moving in April over spring
break," said Mrs. Martlia LeStourgeon, Acting Director of the
facility.
So that students will not be
hesitant to enter and use the library, this article is a brief explanation of the new setup. Mrs.
LeStourgeon commented that
"the empliasis is placed on how
i we are to serve the students; we liave a wealth of material and it is available to most
anyone."
New Arrangement
The library lias a new arrangement for its three floors. The
main floor contains a lobby,
where the circulation desk and
entrances to the East and West
Heading Rooms and Microfilm
Room may be found. The main
section of the floor contains the
card catalogue and the selection
of books numbered 001 through
400. "We moved the public or
card catalogue, so people could
see it as they enter the library,"
commented Mrs. LeStourgeon.
Reference Room
The East Reading Room is now
a reference area only. There is a
professional librarian at the desk
at all times, except Friday and
Sunday nights, to help any student. "We try to discourage the

overnight use of References because these books are nonreplaceable," commented Mrs.
LeStourgeon. However, Mrs.
Betty Spencer, librarian, said,
"These can go out for class periods or while the library is
closed. Once we let a whole set
of encyclopedias go out to a
classroom." If these books are
checked out, they are to be returned by the next opening hour of
the library, usually 8 a.m. the
following day, or a fine is imposed.

stationary and one portable reader, one microcard and one microfiche. On file are the New
York Times, Richmond Times
Dispatch and The Farmville Herald. The librarians ask that students seek help at the circulation
desk if they do not know how to
use the machines. Personal instruction will be given, however,
if students know how to operate
the machines, there is no need to
stop at the desk.

language they want and hear that
lesson.
Another feature of the library
is the Xerox machine. "This machine was obtained since last
session and it is self-service,"
commented Mrs. LeStourgeon.
The cost per copy is 10 cents.
One of the big changes concerns the children's and adolescents' literature room. Books
can now be checked out from this
room and there is a permanent
attendant on duty. All of the literature for children and young
adults has been moved to this
room. "Also carpeting, stackable chairs and a child's table
and chair set will be placed in
the room. We are trying to get
away from the classroom idea and
build an ideal school collection,"
added Mrs. LeStourgeon.
Several rooms on the bottom
level are available for those students who want privacy when they
study. Students are encouraged to
sign in for a key to the study
rooms and use them as long as
they wish. There are five study
rooms, one typing room with
typewriter and one room where
the student can bring his own
typewriter.

Second Floor
Closed Reserves
The second floor contains the
The West Reading Room is books numbered 500 on and all
where the Reserve books are fiction books.
kept. "We now have closed reserves," said Mrs.LeStourgeon.
The faculty chooses the books and Ground Floor Improves
time limit for the book to be on
The ground floor encompasses
reserve. There are one, three the bound and unbound periodiand seven day reserves. How- cals, the children's literature
ever, now students must ask the room and study rooms. The periattendant on duty for the book. odicals include newspapers and
"Last year, one hundred books current and back issues of magafrom the reserve list were miss- zines. "Right now, Buildings and
ing," said Mrs. LeStourgeon, so Grounds are building more
an attendant is on duty at the shelves for our periodicals,"
desk in the room to prevent added Mrs. LeStourgeon.College
students from not signing for catalogues can also be found on
books. These books may also the ground floor and these are
be checked out when the library arranged by states. The periodiis closed or for overnight, like cals may be checked out, but
the reference books. The books again must be returned by the Hiner Gets Textbooks
must be returned for the open- opening hour of the library.
Presently, the courses of study
ing hour of the library or a fine
The Dial-A-Matic Library is and textbooks are being transwill be imposed.
located in the southeast corner ferred to Hiner Building to the
of this floor and may be used at curricular library. "We want
Microfilm Room
any time. Students are allowed to these books in one place and plans
The Microfilm room has foui dial the lesson number of the are to have them moved by No-

vember first."
More Additions
The library is also adding
new furniture pieces. A sofa, several tables and chair sets and
stuffed chairs are to be added
to the already numerous chairs
and tables on the three floors.
All eating, drinking, and smoking, is limited to the lounge on
ground floor and the South Reading Room Area.
This year, the library staff includes six professional librarians and employs a group of 42
students, to work in the facility.
There are several classes taught
in the library and currently there
are library science courses being taught by the librarians.
Some 130,049 volumes in the
library are waiting to be used.
"We want people to use the library, but students must approach us if they need help; we
don't want to push the library on
people, but help them instead,"
said Mrs. LeStourgeon. "There
are short cuts to so many aspects and much time will not be
wasted if students will just ask
for help."
New Hours
The library has new hours
also. They are Monday through
Friday from 7:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m. and 6:45 p.m. to 10 p.m.
On Saturday the library is open
from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. and
on Sunday, from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m. and 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.
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So Far, Suzie's The One Without A Title

Rev. Damon
drawing.

Wyatt

and his

Chalk Drawing And
Singing Part Of
Inspirational Program
By MARLENE OLIVER
The Gold Room in Lankford
was the scene Tuesday of an
inspirational program presented
by Rev. and Mrs. Damon Wyatt
and Mrs. Norma Conner. Rev.
Wyatt is a chalk artist.
The program opened with an
introduction by Brenda Griffin,
president of the Y.W.C.A. Rev.
Wyatt led the audience in a chorus
and Mrs. Conner sang a hymn,
both were accompanied by Mrs.
Wyatt at the piano.
The Wyatts and Mrs. Conner
gave testimonies on how Christ
had come into their lives. This
was followed by the song "Fill
My Cup", sung by Mrs. Conner.
Next came the climax of the
show, the chalk drawing. Rev.
Wyatt, the winner of various art
shows, drew a sketch in pastels
showing "God in His glory".The
easel was equipped with a lighting system, allowing Rev. Wyatt
to present his sketch in many different aspects.
The program was closed with
prayer and a song by Mrs. Conner. A chance was then given for
the audience to meet with and sing
hymns with the Wyatts and Mrs.
Conner.
Rev. and Mrs. Wyatt were invited to return to Longwood this
year, due to the overwhelming
response they received last year.
Mrs. Conner is a "new addition"
as she was working during last
year's tour.
All three are natives of Ports(Contlnued on Page 7)

By PAM WATSON
Not everyone has a sister here
at Longwood and there are even
fewer who have a look-alike sister here. But what about the girl
who comes to Longwood knowing
that her older look-alike sister
not only goes here too, but is
well known all over campus as
president of the student body.
It would probably cause some
confusion and even more so if
both had the same striking long
red hair as Mary Lou Glasheen,
president of student government,
and her younger sister, Suzie, do.
It all began back in September
when Mary Lou warned Suzie with
a sisterly jest to "watch what she
did around campus." "I guess
Mary Lou thought everyone would
expect me to know what's right,"
explained Suzie. "To be known
as Mary Lou's sister if I did
something wrong would be sort
of embarrassing."
So with this in mind, Suzie and
some friends headed for the Nottingham Inn the first week oi
school. But to get in everyone
must have an I.D. - that is, almost everyone. For Suzie it was
simple. She walked in not knowing an I.D. was required and was
ready to walk back to the dorm
when a waitress called out "She's
okay. That's Mary Lou's sister.
I trust her."
Then came time for the Freshmen tea. Things were running
smoothly until Suzie went through

Delta Psi Kappa
Selects Ten Girls
For Membership
By CINDY LYSAGHT
Delta Psi Kappa, the national
physical education fraternity, recently selected eight juniors and
two seniors for new membership.
Juniors Robin Glascock, Suzanne Stewart, Bobbsey Dannon,
June Benninghove, Debbie Carneal, Ellen Adams, Linda Burgdorf and Carolyn Paxton along
with seniors Vicky Glasgow and
Shirley Culler will be pledged
Tuesday night and initiated at a
later date.
To receive membership, junior and senior physical education
majors must have a cumulative
average of 2.4 and a professional
average of 3.0.

the receiving line. Becky West
just couldn't decide on the proper way to formally introduce
sisters.
How does it feel to be a celebrity's sister? Really exciting
when freshmen stop Suzie to tell

her "Oh, I met your older sister
today,'* or "Guess what? Mary
Lou said hi to me today and I
don't even know her."
The Glasheen fame has not only
made itself known here at Longwood but has spread to Hampden-

Sydney as well. "It never fails,
I'm always introduced at Hampden-Sydney as Suzie, Mary Lou's
and Betty Ann's sister - you
know, president of student government and May Queen last
year. Then guys always look at
me with sort of a blank look
like I'm supposed to have a
title too."
But there are things in life
to look forward to. For instance,
the day finally came Tuesday
when Suzie went through the whole
day without being told she looked
like Mary Lou.

VISIT

SCHEMBER'S
FOR THE
LATEST IN
SEWING NEEDS
Susie - no title as yet, but
coming up fast.

Mary Lou - The most important title on campus.

Do something
you've neve

ne before.

In fact, do lots
of things.

WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS
COLLEGE JUNIOR PROGRAM

AN EXCITING
SUMMER MONTH
THAT COULD LEAD TO

A SENIOR SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAMS

Tbe Longwood hockey team lost to Madison last week, but came
back to defeat V.C.U.

Celebrate Oktoberfest With Flowers
We have a wide assortment to suit everyone

Rochette's
(Across from the Courthouse)

college junior

student officer

You Mill tp.nd three Mtkt at Fort
Mc Cl.ll.n, Alt., md i f.« dtyt it
Fort Itnnmg, la, Trampor t a t i on It
■ lid by the Armyatxtll at .mform,
■tall, and medical upenes. You'll
rtc.ivt tbout 1340 UP°° completion
ot the count,
There'! htrdlytmori profittblt ■•]
to tp.nd ■ tummer month.

Succettful completion ot the College
Junior Program may lead you to the
Student Officer Program, which will
Iutrtntte you an allowance of about
425per month at a full time college
tern oi .
after receiving your degr.e, you'll
be comttioned and will urn at an
officer for a period of two yean.

for details write . . .
CAPTAIN JUDITH A. BROWNING
WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS RECRUITING OFFICER
U.S. Army Recruiting Main Station
Defense General Supply Center
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Or call your local Army recruiter
APPLY BEFORE APRIL 15
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Legislative Board Voices Opinions On
Swimming Requirement And "F" Grades
By BECKY' NICHOLSON
The Legislative Board voiced
its opinion against having the
College swimming requirement
in a resulting 8-3 vote last week.
Mary Lou Glasheen, Chairman of
Legislative Board, emphasized
the fact that the Board had no
authority to change this rule.
The administration still believed
that this requirement wasagreat
safety factor. Board members offered several opinions on the
subject.
It was suggested that the grade
not be totaled into the student's
cumulative average. Even if the
student failed the course, the requirement would have been deleted. Some thought that the swim
test should be a part of the department requirements instead
of having it as a part of orientation week. Sarah Smithey, a sophomore member of the Board,
felt that people who were afraid
of water should have this introduction course. The faculty will
render the final decision.

grading practice used at Yale from 7 p.m. to 8:30 in the evening.
University which Longwood might After this hour, the number of inpossibly use in the future. In this dividuals in the library dwindled.
system failing grades were not Members reported that there was
recorded on the student's record. also the budget problem which
The purpose of this system at caused the early closure.
Yale was to encourage students
Considering this, Debbie Chapto tackle difficult subjects, which man recommended that the lithey otherwise might shun out brary open an hour later in the
of fear of failure. If an individual morning and close an hour later
failed, he could repeat the course. at night. Since few people use the
Bobbie Bannin said that it library early in the morning, the
was a good idea because it's hard idea would appeal to many people.
for students to pull up their The Board passed this recomgrade average after a failure in mendation, and they will investia course.
gate the matter.
"It sounds like its better to
Mrs. Keller and Miss Hunter are two of the new Head Residents.
get an 'F' than a 'D,' remarked Motorcycles
Rosie Davis.
Mary Lou Glasheen considered
The car committee reported
that some would rather receive problems with motorcycles on
a "D" and eliminate their re- campus. It appears that these
quirement.
"bikes" are leaking oil on the
These suggestions were pre- sidewalks. To further complicate
sented to Robin Glascock, Chair- the situation, some girls have
man of the Academic Affairs taken them into the dorms. Dean
by JANET LYNN TENNYSON to Longwood where from 1960Committee for review. Also at Nuckols recommended to this
1970, she worked as a Head
and BETSY NUTTER
last week's meeting, the Board committee that motorcycles be
"I guess the big difference in Resident. She is currently subadded Susy Hicks, Virginia Met- parked in a corner of Lankford
being a student and a Head Resi- stituting for Mrs. Thelma Bacay, and Leslie Hesson to this parking lot. Owners must buy
dent is that you have your own ber. Mrs. Goodman feels being Grading System
committee.
parking stickers for them. Becky
table and soup is served to you," here is like "coming back home".
The Board also discussed a
Bailey was worried about the prosaid Miss "Cookie" HoweU, who
Library Hours
bability
of someone stealing the
is a new Assistant Head ResiLongwood
students
have
been
Student
Union
Plans
Concert
bikes
if
they
were parked in this
dent in Frazer.
concerned about the library's area. No decision was made reOther new Head Residents are
closing hours this Fall. garding this.
And Trip To Peaks Of Otter early
Miss Virginia Hunter in North
The library closes at 10 p.m.,
Cunningham, Mrs. Edna Keller in
a
time which many students need
HOTEL WEYAN0KE
Main Cunningham, and Miss Nanby SANDY WALTERS
got off to a slow start on Wed- to use the library facilities.
cy Barnard is a new assistant
Registration for the second nesday night. The program was
Air Conditioned
Martha H. LeStourgeon, acting
Head Resident in French.
semester will be held on Satur- macrame and it was held in Chairman of the Library, kept
This year Curry's new Head day, Dec. 2. To go along with French dormitory. Watch the da& Remodeled
Resident is Mrs. na Cole while this and provide some entertain- ily bulletins as well as other an- a record last year of the numbers
COLOR TV
Mrs. Ruth Diffenbacker has Cox ment since the week end is closed nouncements for following pro- of students in the library at given
times.
The
peak
of
activity
was
under her direction. Mrs. An- to all students, the Student Union grams.
toinnette Goodman has returned is making plans for a concert and
The Student Union is looking
to Longwood to be Head Resident a dance. The concert will be held into the possibility of having panBUY A PAIR OF 14KT.
in Wheeler.
on Friday night in Jar man. The cake breakfasts on varied SaturThe two new assistant Head name of the band will be an- day mornings from about 10:00
SOLID GOLD EARRINGS
Residents, Miss Howell and Miss nounced later. Registration will until 11:00 or 11:30 in the mornBarnard, graduated in June from take place all day on Saturday in ings. These would be scheduled
Longwood College. They are Lankford. In order to ease the for the weekends when a substanONLY $050
both currently working on their tension and expel the hostilities, tial number of girls stayed on
master's degrees. "The course there will be a semi-formal, campus. The purpose of the
load is vastly different now," formal dance from 9:00-1:00 on breakfasts would be to allow girls
said Miss Howell, ' I am only Saturday night in the Gold Room. to sleep late and still be able to
taking two subjects."
The dance is formal in the fact get breakfast instead of having to
Miss Hunter, who is a native that girls can wear long formals wait until lunch. They would be
of Roanoke, Va. is temporarily or may wear short semi-formals held in the ABC rooms of Lankreplacing Mrs. Wilhemina Mur- if they prefer. It is semi-formal ford and would be sponsored by
phy. Mrs. Keller is here from from the standpoint that boys are the Student Union. However,
Miss Porter's School in Farm- urged not to wear tuxedoes.
things are still in the planning
ington, Conn.
Following the dance there will stages with nothing definite as
Previously being an interior be a pancake breakfast served yet. Watch for further informadecorator, Mrs. Cole is from in the A room of Lankford. This tion concerning this and other
Cleveland, Ohio. She has four will be open to all girls and their new programs in operation.
children, one of which is a fresh- dates. The Student Union is workman at Lenior Rhyne in Hickory, ing on the extension of hours for
One HOUR
N.C. Mrs. Diffenbacker, is from Lankford to be open on this
the University of Connecticut Saturday night. Approval from the
where she was University Ed- Campus Police is needed before
ucational Assistant of Student plans can be made for this.
TH? MOST IN DPY ClIAHIHO
Personnel. She is a native of
Start making plans now for the
New York.
concert, dance and pancake
Mrs. Goodman has returned breakfast, all happening the
FREE DOLLAR OFF
weekend of Dec. 1-2.
$

y&

Longwood Acquires Seven New

Head Residents For Dorms

mmiziK

Informal Rush
Continues With The
Final Coke Parties

By MARLENE OLIVER
Informal rush continues Monday, October 23, as the social
sororities on campus will present tlif final coke parties before
formal rush begins. These parties will be held in the individual cliapter rooms, nine of which
are in Stubbs, and two in Curry.
Registration for formal rush
will be Tuesday, October 24, at
7:30 in the ABC Room of Lankford, during the Panhellenic Tea.
During the tea, rush booklets
will be given out and the girls
registering will pay a $3.00 rush
fee. During this time, the Panhellenic Council will answer
questions from the new rushees.
Refreshments will be served.
Panhellenic also wishes to remind everyone that formal rush
begins on November 8.

on every 4 of
drycleaning on
Tues., Wed.,

Wheels Program
There will be another Wheels
trip taken in the month of October. The trip will take place
on Oct. 28. The destination will
be the Peaks of Otter. It will
be a day trip. A picnic lunch
will be provided by Slater.

Across from
The Shopping Center

AURICULARDONTIST

Other News
The residence hall program

OPEN 7am-6pm

WILL BE IN OUR STORE
OCT. 19

and Thurs.

See Our New Shipment Of Pierced
Earrings
itlarlin ZJne Aeweler

BY SALON MICHELLE'S

9:30 A.M. 'TIL 5:30 P.M.
JEWELERY DEPARTMENT
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(Continued from Page 1)
ing off.
While all this is going on other
hostesses
are recording the
hours worked for the waitresses
for that particular meal on their
individual time cards. This has
to be done for each of 119 people after each meal. At the end
of the week the cards have to be
totaled and a time figure turned
into the Financial Aid office. At
the end of the month the cards
have to be totaled again and that
figure turned into the Financial
Aid office. Waitresses and hostesses are paid once a month,
by the Financial Aid office.
They also recruit extra waitresses for special meals like
Birthday Dinner andOktoberfest.
There are only 10 hostesses.
They are needed for the various
jobs mentioned above and are
assigned certain areas in the
dining hall during the meal. That
is as follows: Three in the balconies; Four on the main floor;
Three in the basement.
Q - Is it possible to get skim
milk in the dining hall? AB
A - Skim milk is available to
the students at breakfast on the
milk table and on week ends during the buffet meals.
Q - Why is Sunday dinner served
so late? GD
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Rev. Johnston, Miss Ayres
And Rev. 2To?£'f.J°
c
*
Establish Class On
Garrison Serve As Campus Ministers ^t™™*
and a folk group. Students for
Community Services will also
be a large part in the programs
because Wesley wants to become
involved. Three Sundays out of
each month, the Wesley group
keeps the nursery for children
during the church service. Twice
a month, on Thursday, there are
lunches and discussions held.
The Wesley Foundation on High
Street is open to all students
from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. on Monday-Friday and on Sunday from
12:30 a.m. until 8 p.m.

Episcopal Ministry

Ifelinda Ayers directs Wesley Foundation and councils students.

By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Campus ministers-ever wonder who they are or where to see
them? There are three campus
ministers serving Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney Colleges.
Rev. R. Wayne Johnston, works
for the Episcopal Church, while
Malinda Ayres and Rev. Jim
Garrison work with the Methodist
and Baptist Churches, respectively.

Rev. Garrison

programs on Wednesdays at 5
p.m. where several speakers
from Longwood and HampdenSydney will be leading discussions. On Wednesday, at 7 p.m.
there is a Bible study group
and on Thursday at 7 p.m. the
group has planned to attend movies afterward.
There are several social ministries going on now at BSU. "We
work with the Girls' Club and the
Holly Manor Home," commented
Rev. Garrison.
The BSU building is open from
8 a.m. until 11 p.m. for study,
kitchen privileges and dating.
"All of the BSU activities are
open to the entire student body
and faculty" added Rev. Garrison.

Rev. Garrison is the Director
of Campus Ministry at the Baptist
A - The 1:00 time for Sunday Student Union. "I work teaching
dinner was set by the college to Bible lessons, counseling and coenable students who wish to goto ordinate activities," said Rev.
church on Sunday to have enough Garrison. A native of Charlottestime. Waitresses eat at 12:30 so ville, Va., he received a B.A.
degree in religion from UVa and
they can also attend church if they
a master's degree from Southern Twenty Vears Here
want to. It is also set for parents Baptist Seminary in Louisville,
Miss Ayres, who hails from
who wish to visit their daughters Kentucky. He served as an in- Richmond, Va. has been at the
on Sunday to allow them suffici- tern minister on the campus of Wesley Foundation for 20 years.
ent travelling time. At the stu- V.P.I. Rev. Garrison and his wife About her work there, Miss
dent's request breakfast is served live in Farmville, but most often Ayres, said, "I counsel and work
later on Sunday to allow for more he can be found at the BSU on with program-planning, I advise
the student council and work
Ely Street.
sleeping time.
Currently these are special with the summer opportunities
for students in religion and education."
She received her degree in
religious education from Greensboro College, N. C. and a MS
degree in education from LongBetween Baldwin's And Leggett
wood. Special training from
Northwestern University, Duke
See Our Selections Of Pierced Earrings,
in N. C. and University of Richmond has helped her in her
duties.
Charms, Bracelets, And Many Other Items
As for the programs of the
Wesley Foundation, there is var-FREE ENGRAVINGied program on Wednesdays at
6:45 p.m. The Foundation is also
beginning a Bible study group

Cumbey Jewelers

CRUTE'S
Salutes
Octoberfest!

The Episcopal Campus Ministry is located on High Street,
where Rev. Johnston serves as
chaplain. The office and student
lounge are in the parish house
of Johns Memorial Episcopal
Church.
Rev. Johnston has office hours
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9 a.m. until noon and
Wednesday evening from 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
The student lounge is open to
all students of Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney
Colleges on
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
and on Wednesdays from 9 a.m.
until 9 p.m.
Rev. Johnston, commented, "I
am a minister, especially for the
campuses of Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney," and he is available for advise and counseling.

Alpha Lambda Delta
Awarding Fellowships
Totaling $12,000

By
A grant for $3,565.00 has been
given to Longwood by the George
J. and Effie L. Seay Memorial
Trust to establish a seminar
class in contemporary Christian
thought for the upcoming spring
semester.
The money will go towards
finding a qualified teacher to
teach the course and bringing in
seven lecturers of distinguished
quality to talk on the subject of
contemporary Christianity. The
purpose of the grant is to encourage an awareness of Christianity here at Longwood.
In a statement made by Dean
Blackwell regarding the grant,
he said that "we are very pleased
to receive this and it can be used
to enhance present program
here." He also stated that in
making plans for the class, it
is hoped that "$500.00 can be used
to buy books on contemporary
Christian subjects to add to the
present selection of books already in the library."

Pat Perry Named
Tour Manager For
The 1973 Maid
The National Cotton Council
announced last week that Longwood's own Pat Perry, former
Maid of Cotton from Danville,
has been named tour manager for
the 1973 Maid.
She will travel in this country
and overseas with the cotton industry's new goodwill ambassadress who will be chosen here
Dec. 28-29.
After completing a globe-circling tour on behalf of cotton
in 1971, Pat resumed her studies here at Longwood and graduated earlier this year with a
degree in home economics.
Applications are being accepted by the Council for the 1973
Maid selection. It's open to girls
between 19 and 23 who have never
married and who are at least five
feet five inches tall. Applicants
also must have been born in a
cotton-producing state or maintained continuous residence in
the Cotton Belt since the age of
seven or earlier.
Twenty girls will be invited
to paricipate in this year's 35th
annual selection. The winner will
make her first official appearance at the Cotton Bowl Festival
in Dallas on New Year's Day,
and then travel extensively
throughout the United States and
the Far East. At the tour's conclusion, she will be presented a
new automobile by Ford dealers
in the Memphis district.
Application forms may be obtained by writing the Council at
1918 N. Parkway, Memphis,
Tenn. 38112. The deadline for
entering the selection is midnight, Dec. 1.

By DEBBIE BASTEK
The National Council of Alpha
Lambda Delta will award six fellowships, $3,000 each, for graduate study during the 1973-74 academic year.
Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta who was graduated with a
3.5 cumulative average, the initiation standard, is eligible.
Graduating seniors may apply if
they have achieved this average
through the end of the first semester of the year.
Applicants will be judged on
scholastic record, recommendations, the soundness of their
state project and purpose, and
need. Attendance at a graduate
school on a campus where there
is a chapter of Alpha Lambda
Delta is encouraged.
Application blanks and information may be obtained from Dr.
Ruth Wilson, Dean of Students,
in her office. The application
Damon Wyatt
form must be compiled by the
(Continued from Page 5)
applicant herself, and submitted
mouth, where Rev. Wyatt is the to the National Headquarters of
pastor of the Sweethaven Baptist Alpha Lambda Delta by January
5, 1973.
Church.
The group does many performances throughout the year and
"Best wishes for a
performs in front of all types
of groups, from social clubs to
and successful
Bible conferences. They enjoy
each of their tours and go "anywhere the Lord opens the door".

gala
Oktoberfest,

If it's flowers you'll need,

LANSCOTT'S
Toy Clowns,
Sorority Stationary,
"Mini-Maps"
Cards

NEW! STUDY KITS!
Ruled pad inside vinyl binder with holders
for notes, pen or pencil. Longwood College seal on front. Assorted colors.
$1.75 letter size
$2.25 legal size
THE BOOK NOOK
Across from Jarman

ours are best."

Carter's Flower
Shop
Tel. 392-3151
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed
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Popcorn's Popularity, Older

Colleges In
The News

Than U.S., Continues To Grow

By SHARON CURLING
House Bought
Being tried for the first time
this year at Randolph-Macon Woman's College is a guest house
for male visitors. A house was
bought near the location of the
school for the sole purpose of
housing the visitors of the college girls. This operation is
totally under the rules and regulations of the college. The present accomodations are for 20
guests and the first week end
there were 21 guests. According to the Dean, this venture is
on a trial basis to see if the
house can pay for itself and provide for it's maintenance and
utilities. If it proves successful
another house may be purchased
for the same purpose. The students feel that providing such
accomodations are an useful and
practical service.

Students are reminded that the snack bar started staying open
extra hours last week.

FBI Investigation Finds Nixon

Sex Seminar

Aides Sabotaged Democrats

The Counselor's Committee on
Human Sexuality at the University of Virginia opened this year
with a sexuality seminar. According to the co-chairman Mitchell Weisberg, "It has been
necessary to inform the student
body of available health services
to help alleviate such problems
as unwanted pregnancies and venereal disease."
Some of the items discussed
during the seminar were birth
control methods, causes, effects
and cures of venereal disease,
abortions and "the Pill." A local
gynecologist was there to answer
questions. He also explained that
the student health services determine the best contraceptive
method for the individual and that
all records are confidential.
Classes Held In Field
Students in the Anthropology
class at Appalachian State in
North Carolina found themselves
going to class in an old cornfield. Actually, this cornfield was
once the site of an Indian village.
The major find in their excavation was the site of two Indian
houses. This is the first study
ever done of the area and the
students found several thousand
artifacts including carved stone
pipes, (K)ttery, ceramics, and a
skeleton. Because of an interest
in this new undertaking, more
groups will be soon going to study
the area.

From " The Washington Fost"
FBI agents have established
that the Watergate bugging incident stemmed from a massive
campaign of political spying and
sabotage conducted on behalf of
President Nixon's reelection and
directed by officials of the White
House and the Committee for the
Reelection of the President.
The activities, according to information in FBI and Department
of Justice files, were aimed at
all the major Democratic presidential contenders and - since
1971- represented a basic strategy of the Nixon reelection effort.
The Nixon forces, using funds
from GOP campaign contributions, attempted to discredit individual Democratic presidential
candidates and disrupt their campaigns, according to federal investigators. "Intelligence work"
is normal during a campaign and
is said to be carried out by both
political parties. But the investigators said what they uncovered
goes far beyond what is normal,
and is unprecedented in its extent and intensity.
They said it included: Following members of Democratic candidates' families; forging letters
and distributing them under the
candidates' letterheads; leaking
false and manufactured items to
the presb; throwing campaign
schedules into disarray; seizing confidential campaign files,
and investigating the lives of

SHANABERGER & SONS
BICYCLE HEADQUARTERS FOR THIS AREA

•
•
•
•

10 SPEEDS
5 SPEEDS
3 SPEEDS
COASTER BRAKE
MODELS

TRAVIt

dozens of Democratic campaign
workers.
Perhaps the most significant
finding of the whole Watergate
investigation, the investigators
say, was that numerous specific
acts of political sabotage and
spying were all traced to an "offensive security" program which
was conceived and directed in the
White House and by President
Nixon's reelection committee.
The investigators said that a
major purpose of the activities
was to create so much confusion,
suspicion and dissension that the
Democrats would be incapable
of uniting after choosing a presidential nominee.
According to sources close to
the Watergate investigation,
much of the FBI's information is
expected to be revealed at the
trial of the seven men indicted
on charges of conspiring to
eavesdrop on Democratic headquarters at the Watergate.

Honors Council
Plans Halloween
Party For Tuesday
By JEAN TATE
The Honors Council is sponsoring a Halloween party on Halloween night to acquaint freshmen with the existence of the
honorary societies on campus and
to encourage them to look into
the requirements and objectives
of each honorary organization.
Refreshments and games are
planned, and representatives
from each of the societies will
be on hand to answer any questions that students may have.
The Honors Council consists
of two representatives from each
honorary. The Council strives to
promote interest in the honorary
societies and encourages students to excel academically and
take an interest in whatever field
appeals to them.

Ladies' Sportswear
Sweaters, Pullovers

We stock replace ment parts and service all bikes sold
by us.

$k &*!*</&*+*

SHANABERGER ft SONS
E. Third St. Phone 392-4690 Fmtfe.lt.

Crew And Cables
Vests

NEWMAN'S
(Across From
The Courthouse)

By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
If you ever frequent Rose's
candy counter or walk past a
movie theater lobby, there is one
aroma you undoubtedly can't
miss . . . popcorn.
More than 350,000,000 pounds
of popcorn were consumed in the
last year in the United States
along. A lot of it was probably
eaten here on Longwood's campus. I guess not a Saturday night
goes by without a pound or two
being popped in the dorms.
Popcorn's popularity began
long before the first Europeans
came to the new world. The National Geographic Society says
the plant grew as a wild grass
in Middle America before 400
B.C. Scientists exploring caves
on the east coast of Peru found
evidence that corn was popped
there 1,000 years ago.
' There is no doubt that the
original corn-wild corn and cultivated corn-was popcorn, and it
is quite probable that the first
use which man made of corn
was by popping," said Dr. Paul
G. Mangelsdort, a specialist in
corn research and botany professor at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.
In 1492, Christopher Columbus
reportedly discovered natives
wearing popcorn decorations in
the West Indies. Later explorers
found the Indians growing and
eating the delicate kernels all the
way from South America to Canada.
The Aztecs raised it as a crop

and decorated things by threading
popped corn on a string, as children do now for Christmas.
In North America, English colonists were given the corn at the
first Thanksgiving feast in Plymouth, Massachusettes. Housewives of colonial times soon
served popcorn with sugar and
cream for breakfast, forerunning
the puffed cereals of today.
Indians in the Great Lakes region considered popcorn soup the
greatest delicacy. They would
prepare the main ingredient in a
pottery with heated sand.
The colonists improved on Indian methods when they used
pierced iron sheets that resemble
early warming pans. One of the
more advanced was a perforated
cylinder revolving on an axle in
front of a fireplace.
In the late 19th century, county
fairs, carnivals and circuses took
popcorn out of the kitchen and put
it into colorful wagons. The introduction of popcorn stands in
theaters kept many movie houses
open when ticket proceeds were
low.
Popcorn is an industry grossing millions of dollars a year. It
takes only an ounce of corn to
swell to a quart size cup of the
late show delicacy.
When you are fixing and enjoying the irresistible aroma and
taste of hot, fresh popcorn, there
is one thing to remember. The
Popcorn Institute assures loyal
eaters that at least 99 per cent
of the kernals should pop.

Margaret's Floral - Gifts
119 W. Third St.
392-3559

^

Use our lay-away plan
for gift buying.
We welcome student accounts.
(Western Union Services)

